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JESUS: »Maria, now I will take your hand to lead you to the most obscure point in John's book. The 

annotators of it have exhausted their capacity in many deductions to explain to themselves and to the 

multitudes who the “great Babylon” is. With a human view, to which the jolts left by desired events or 

by events taking place were not unconnected, they have given the name of Babylon to many things. 

But how is it that they have never considered that the “great Babylon” is the whole Earth? I would be a 

very small and limited God the Creator if I had created only the Earth as an inhabited world! With a beat 

of my will I have brought forth worlds upon worlds from nothing and cast them as luminous fine dust 

into the immensity of the firmament. 

The Earth, about which you are so proud and fierce, is nothing but one of the bits of fine dust rotating 

in unboundedness, and not the biggest one. It is certainly the most corrupt one, though. Lives upon lives 

are teeming in the millions of worlds which are the joy of your gaze on peaceful nights, and the 

perfection of God will appear to you when, with the intellectual sight of your spirits re-joined to God, 

you are able to see the wonders of those worlds. 

Isn't the Earth really the great harlot that has committed fornication with all the powers of earth and 

hell, and haven't the Earth's inhabitants prostituted themselves − bodies and souls − just to triumph 

during the earthly day? 

That is certainly the case. The crimes of the Earth have all the names of blasphemy, as the Beast does 

with whom the Earth and its inhabitants have allied themselves just to triumph. The seven sins are like 

a horrendous ornament on the head of the Beast, who transports the Earth and those of the earth to 

the pastures of Evil, and the ten horns, a metaphorical number, serve to demonstrate the limitless acts 

of wickedness committed just to obtain, at any cost, what his ferocious covetousness wants. 

Isn't the Earth really soaked with the blood of the martyrs, inebriated by this holy liqueur, which, having 

been drunk by its sacrilegious mouth, has changed therein into a filter for accursed drunkenness? The 

Beast that carries it − the compendium and synthesis of all the evil done from Adam on just to triumph 

in the world and in the flesh − draws behind him those who by adoring him will become king for an hour 

of an accursed kingdom. You are kings as children of God, and it is an eternal kingdom. But you become 

kings for an hour of an accursed kingdom when you worship Satan, who can only give you an ephemeral 

triumph paid for at the price of an eternity of horror. The Beast, John says, was and is not. At the end of 

the world that is the way it will be. He was, because he has really existed; he is not because I, the Christ, 



will have defeated and buried him because he will no longer be necessary, then, for the triumphs of the 

world. Isn't the Earth seated on the waters of her seas and hasn't she made use of these to do harm? 

What has she not made use of? Peoples, nations, races, boundaries, interests, food, expansions − 

everything has been of use to her to fornicate and carry out enormous homicides and betrayals like that 

of Judas. Her own children, nourished by her with the blood of sin, will accomplish God's vengeance 

upon her by destroying her, by destroying themselves, bringing the sum of the crimes against God and 

against man to the perfect number which demands the thundering of MY “ENOUGH!” 

In that hour the blood of the martyrs and prophets, steaming with a smell pleasing to my throne, will 

seethe, and the clods of the earth which have gathered in the moans of those slain out of hatred for Me 

and received their last shudders will cast forth a loud cry made up of all those holy moans and will 

tremble with anguished convulsion, shaking men's cities and homes, where there is sinning and killing, 

and filling the vault of the Heavens with a voice calling for Justice. 

And there will be JUSTICE. I will come. I will come because I am FAITHFUL and TRUTHFUL. I will come to 

bring PEACE to the faithful and holy Judgement to those who have lived. I will come with my name, 

whose meaning is known to Me alone and in whose letters are the main attributes of God, of whom I 

am PART and WHOLE. 

Write: JESUS: GRANDEUR, ETERNITY, SANCTITY, UNITY. Write: CRISTO: CHARITY, REDEMPTION, 

IMMENSITY, SAPIENCE, TRINITY, OMNIPOTENCE (of God summarised in the name of the Word made 

man). And if you think some attributes are missing, consider that Justice is comprehended in holiness − 

for whoever is holy is just; Royalty, in grandeur; and Creation, in Omnipotence. In my name the praises 

of God are thus proclaimed. A holy name whose sound terrifies the demons. Name of LIFE that give LIFE, 

LIGHT and STRENGTH for whoever loves and invokes you. 

Name which is a crown upon my head as the victor over the Beast and his prophet, who will be taken, 

driven down, submerged, and buried in the liquid, eternal fire whose corrosive ferocity is inconceivable 

for human sensation. It will then be the time of my Kingdom on Earth. There will thus be a truce in the 

demoniacal crimes so as to give man time to hear the heavenly voices again. Once the power unleashing 

horror has been taken out of the way, immense spiritual currents will come down like waterfalls of 

grace, like rivers of celestial waters, to speak WORDS OF LIGHT. 

But as, over the centuries, they did not gather in the isolated Voices, beginning with that of the Word, 

which speak of Goodness, so men will be deaf, still deaf − except for those marked with my sign, my 

most beloved friends set on following Me − deaf to the voices of many spirits, to the voices similar to 

the sound of many waters which will sing the new canticle to guide the peoples to meet the LIGHT and, 

above all, ME: THE ETERNAL WORD. When the last attempt has been made, Satan will come for the last 

time and will find followers in the four corners of the earth, and they will be more numerous than the 

sand of the sea. 

O JESUS, who died to save men! Only the patience of a God could have waited so long, done so much, 

and obtained so little without withdrawing his gift from men and having them perish long before the 

hour indicated! Only my PATIENCE, which is LOVE, was able to await you, knowing that, like sand 

filtering through a very fine sieve, some rare souls would come to glory, in contrast to the mass that is 

unable and unwilling to filter through the sieve of the LAW, LOVE, and SACRIFICE to arrive at ME. 

But in the hour of my coming, when, in the role of God, King, and Judge, I will come to gather together 

the chosen and curse the reprobate, hurling them there, where the Antichrist, the Beast, and Satan will 

already be eternally, after the supreme victory of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, Victor over Death and 

Evil, to these chosen ones, who have been able to remain “alive” in life, alive in the SPIRIT, awaiting our 



hour of triumph, I will give possession of the heavenly dwelling; I will give Myself unceasingly and 

measurelessly. 

Aspire to that hour, Maria. Call it and call ME with all the strength of your SPIRIT. Here I am, already 

coming when a soul calls Me. Together with the BELOVED ONE, who from the Earth saw the glory of the 

Lamb, the SON OF GOD, the glory of his and your JESUS, with every beat of your HEART say, “Come, 

BELOVED FATHER JESUS.”« 

 

Maria Valtorta: The Antichrist and his Predecessors (page: 106 - 112) 


